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Mountain torrent disaster prevention is the focus of flood control and disaster
reduction in China. Critical rainfall is an important indicator to determine the
success or failure of mountain torrent disaster early warning. In this paper, the
M-Copula function is introduced, the multi-dimensional joint distribution of
critical rainfall is constructed, and the joint distribution of rainfall and peak
rainfall intensity is analyzed. Taking A village in Xinxian County as an example.
The critical rainfall of the combined probability is calculated, and the critical rainfall
of the flash flood disaster water level, the pre-shift warning and the sharp-shift
warning is warned and analyzed. The results show that the flood peak modulus
calculated by Yishangfan group is 8.89, which has certain rules for the flood peak
modulus of rivers in hilly areas. The larger the basin area is, the smaller the flood
peak modulus is, the smaller the area is, and the larger the flood peak modulus is.
The calculation result of the design flow of 533 m3/s is reasonable. It is reasonable
and reliable to select the M-Copula function as the connection function to fit the
joint distribution of rainfall and peak rainfall intensity, which can provide
theoretical support for flash flood disaster warning in other regions.
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Introduction

In recent years, due to the increasing impact of climate change and human activities,
mountain flood disasters have become more and more frequent. Mountain flood
disasters have become one of the main natural disasters in the world, causing a large
number of casualties and social and economic losses (He et al., 2021; Ren Z. H. et al,
2023). In order to prevent mountain flood disasters and reduce disaster losses, timely
and effective disaster warning is the key factor to determine the success or failure of
mountain flood disaster prevention and control. Therefore, many experts and scholars
have studied the early warning of mountain flood disasters. Europe has developed a flood
warning system by coupling climate model and hydrological model, which can be
combined with fine weather forecast to realize early flood warning (Park et al., 2019).
Japan established the relationship between rainfall and surface runoff, and proposed a
mountain flood warning method based on watershed rainfall index to achieve high-
precision mountain flood warning (He, 2020). The underlying surface conditions and
the mechanism of mountain flood disasters in China are complex, and the critical
rainfall is the main influencing factor of mountain flood disasters. At present, the
calculation methods of critical rainfall mainly include data-driven method and
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hydrological hydraulics method (Wang, 2021; Shen and Hao,
2022; Zhao, 2022). Han, J. T. et al. (2022) constructed a mountain
flood disaster warning method based on the dynamic critical
rainfall method, and obtained the critical flow and critical rainfall
corresponding to the risk level. Wang, W. L. et al. (2022b)
introduced the pattern recognition algorithm into the
calculation of critical rainfall, and proposed a calculation
method of critical rainfall based on Fisher discriminant
algorithm. Based on the HEC-HMS model, Zhang, S. S. et al.
(2019) selected the rainfall warning index, and comprehensively
considered the factors such as soil water content and confluence
time to reverse the critical rainfall.

Copula function has become the main means of probabilistic
risk research (Li, 2020). Domestic and foreign scholars research on
Copula function mainly focuses on univariate and bivariate
perspectives. For example, Yang, et al. (2018) used the Palmer
dry early index and Copula function to evaluate the risk of dry
early in Northwest China, and identified the frequency of extreme
drought and extreme wetness; Hui-Mean, et al. (2019) introduced
the joint distribution of multivariate Copula functions to study the
correlation and dependence between drought risk variables in the
Malaysian Peninsula; Menna, et al. (2022) constructed the joint
probability distribution of SPI and SSI based on Copula function to
study the dry and early risk analysis of the basin. In the above
research, the spatial scale of the research is mainly concentrated in
large areas, but there is a lack of research on the local regional scale,
and the joint distribution function is rarely related to its respective
edge distribution function.

In general, the research results of critical rainfall are fruitful, but
the critical rainfall and corresponding early warning analysis of
several risk combinations are not considered. The random variables
in the field of hydrological science often show various complex linear
and nonlinear correlations. Therefore, the Copula function is
introduced to describe the correlation between rainfall and peak
rainfall intensity variables in this paper. The Copula function can
connect the joint distribution function with its respective marginal
distribution function, and can describe the nonlinear, asymmetric
and symmetric correlation between variables, and it is widely used in
hydrological science (Chen, 2022; Wan, 2022; Wang, 2022; Zheng,
2022).

Study area

Xinxian County is located in the Dabie Mountains in the
southeastern part of Henan Province. It is located on the ridge
line of the Yangtze River and Huaihe River basins and on the
boundary between the northern subtropical and the northern
warm temperate zones. It is a transitional zone between the
summer monsoon and the subtropical high moving north and
south. Frequent rainstorms, complex geological landforms, and
the impact of human activities have led to frequent flash flood
disasters. Mountain torrent disasters are widely distributed in
the county and are characterised by fierce, fast flowing,
destructive and sudden, and are difficult to forecast, predict
and prevent. It not only causes devastating damage to the

infrastructure of the hilly area, but also poses a great threat
to the life safety of the people, and has become a prominent
problem in the current disaster prevention and mitigation work.
It is one of the important constraints on the sustainable
economic and social development of the hilly area.

Xinxian County is a subtropical continental monsoon climate, a
north-south climate transition zone, four distinct seasons, water and
heat at the same time, ravines, rivers, rivers in the county can be
summarised as “two major watersheds, six major water systems”.
Among them, the Huaihe River Basin has four water systems:
Huanghe River, Bailu River, Zhugan River, and Zhaihe River;
there are two water systems in the Yangtze River Basin: Daoshui
River and Jushui River. The average drop of the main rivers is 320 m,
and the river gradient is generally above 0.3%, and the maximum is
3.3%. Large slope, short flow, fast confluence and narrow riverbed
form the characteristics of fierce water potential and large difference
in water volume change in Xinxian River.

The disaster-causing factors of mountain torrent disaster in
Xinxian County have the dual attributes of natural geography and
economic society. The general trend of the terrain in Xinxian
County is high in the middle and low in the north and south. The
mountains in the territory are towering, the mountains are stacked,
and the streams are crisscrossed. Rainfall factor is the direct factor
and excitation condition of mountain flood disaster. Rainfall is
large, and high-intensity rainfall is one of the most important
causes of flash flood disasters. Under the same conditions, the
longer the rainfall duration, the greater the rainfall, the greater the
runoff generated, and the more serious the loss of flash flood
disasters. The law of mountain torrent disasters in Xinxian County
has the following characteristics: the occurrence time is relatively
concentrated, generally in June to September; affected by factors
such as uneven spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall, high
mountains and steep slopes, the rainstorm produces fast runoff,
short confluence time, fierce water potential and great
destructiveness. Mountain torrent geological disasters are prone
to a wide range, sudden and difficult to monitor.

Data were collected from Resource and Environment Science and
Data Center (https://www.resdc.cn/Default.aspx) and the National
Meteorological Science and Data Center (http://data.cma.cn/).

Determination of critical rainfall of risk
combination probability of mixed Copula
function

Copula function distribution model
The Copula function can be used to describe the correlation

between variables, which can connect the function of the joint
distribution with its respective marginal distribution function
(Song, 2023).The relationship between the variables in the
hydrological system is complex and changeable, not confined to
a specific relationship (Li, 2021). The commonly used Copula
function can only reflect a certain aspect of the correlation between
hydrological variables, so it is difficult to use a simple Copula
function to fully describe the correlation between hydrological
variables. Therefore, this paper selects the mixed Copula
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(M-Copula) function to describe the correlation between variables
in the hydrological system (Li, 2022).

The expression is:

MC3 � wGCG + wFCF + wClCCl

wG + wF + wCl ≥ 0
wG + wF + wCl� 1

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (1)

where CG, CF, Ccl are Gumbel Copula, Frank Copula, Clayton
Copula functions respectively; wG, wF, wcl are the weight
coefficients of the corresponding Copula functions.

Parameter estimation, test and evaluation of
Copula model

In this paper, the maximum likelihood estimation is used to
estimate the parameters. The density function of its joint
distribution function is:

f x1, x2, ...,xN; θ( ) � c F1 x1; θ1( ), F2 x2; θ2( ), ...,FN xN; θN( ); θc( )∏N
n�1

fn xn; θn( )

� c u1, u2, ...,uN; θc( )∏N
n�1

fn xn; θn( )

(2)

where θc is the 1 ×mc dimensional parameter vector of the Copula
function; Fn(xn; θn) is the edge distribution function; θn is a
1 ×mn-dimension parameter vector of edge distribution function
Fn(xn; θn); θ � (θ1, θ2, ...,θN, θc)′; n� 1, 2, ...,N.

The fitness evaluation of Copula function is calculated by using
the minimum criterion of root mean square error RSME, its
definition is as formula (3):

RSME �

�����������������
1
N

∑N
i�1

pc i( ) − p0 i( )( )2
√√

(3)

where N is sample size; i is the sample serial number; pc is the
theoretical frequency calculated by the model; p0 is the empirical
frequency of joint distribution.

Critical rainfall determination for risk portfolio
probabilities

Suppose that random variables X and Y obey the marginal
distribution FX(x) and FY(y), respectively, and the joint
distribution function is F(x, y), where X is the total rainfall,
and Y is the peak rainfall intensity, then there exists a Copula
function:

P x, y( ) � P X≤ x,Y≤y( ) � C FX x( ), FY y( )( ) (4)
There are many coupling situations between the total

rainfall and the peak rainfall intensity in the critical rainfall.
The above joint probability distribution model can be used to
calculate their joint distribution probability. This paper mainly
considers the exceedance probability and conditional
probability, that is, when the total rainfall exceeds a certain
value, the conditional probability of the occurrence of the
rainfall pattern when the peak rainfall intensity exceeds a
certain value, as shown in Eq. 5.

FY XA| X, Y( ) � P Y≥ y X≥XA|( )
� 1 − FY y( )−FX xA( )+F XA,Y( )

1 − FX xA( ) (5)

In the formula, XA represents the total rainfall value with
probability A; y represents a certain peak rainfall intensity value.

Therefore, the combination probability (A, B) of rain risk is
defined as:

A, B( ) � P X≥XA( ), P Y≥ y X≥XA|( )( ) (6)
In the early warning and forecast of mountain torrent disasters,

the return period is usually used to describe the magnitude of
rainstorm. For the exceeding probability, the calculation formula
of return period is as follows.

T � 1
P X≥ x( ) �

1
1 − FX x( ) (7)

Early warning analysis of mountain
flood disaster based on critical rainfall
in Xinxian County

Risk warning calculation of critical rainfall
with combined probability

Considering the river valley shape, flood rise rate, early warning
response time and site location of the disaster prevention object, the
early warning indicators of ready transfer and immediate transfer
are determined on the basis of critical rainfall. The early warning
index is used to check and correct the rainstorm flood, so as to avoid
the large difference between the disaster water level and the
corresponding rainstorm flood frequency.

Under normal circumstances, since the critical rainfall is
calculated from the flood corresponding to the water level, the
critical rainfall is numerically considered to be the immediate
transfer index. For the preparation transfer index, it is ’ reduced ’

according to the preparation transfer time and flood hydrograph on
the basis of critical rainfall.

This paper takes a village in Xinxian County as an example.
Under the condition of different soil moisture content, the critical
rainfall of 1h, 3h, 6h and 24 h is calculated by using the risk
probability rainfall pattern, and the critical rainfall warning
threshold is shown in Table 1. Threshold map of water level
warning is shown in Figure 1. Threshold maps for the
preparation and immediate diversion of early warning rainfall is
shown in Figure 2.

Rationality analysis of results

The flood peak modulus of rivers in hilly areas has certain
rules. The larger the basin area, the smaller the flood peak
modulus, the smaller the area, and the larger the flood peak
modulus. Therefore, the rationality of the design flood peak
flow can be indirectly evaluated according to the statistical data
of the flood peak modulus of the hydrological section in the hilly
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area of Henan Province. According to previous empirical data (Fan
and Bao, 2022; Ren Z. H. et al, 2023), the flood peak modulus
corresponding to the design flood peak flow of the small and
medium-sized river section once in 50 years is generally about

10.0, and the majority is below 10.0. It can be seen from Table 2;
Figure 3, the flood peak modulus calculated by Yishangfan group is
8.89, so the design flow calculation results are considered to be
basically reasonable.

FIGURE 1
Threshold map of water level warning.

TABLE 1 Table of critical rainfall warning thresholds.

Soil water content Time period (h) Critical rainfall

Preparing transfer index (mm) Immediate transfer index (mm)

0.2Wm 1 74 103

3 112 154

6 153 218

24 251 367

convergence time (5) 135 186

0.5Wm 1 58 86

3 86 129

6 115 179

24 184 297

convergence time (5) 104 155

0.8Wm 1 42 70

3 63 105

6 80 143

24 124 234

convergence time (5) 76 127
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Conclusion

The analysis of mountain flood warnings in the Xinxian County
shows that the mixed Copula function can describe the correlation

between variables in the hydrological systemmore flexibly. The Copula
distribution function can well fit the correlation structure and
distribution between the two-dimensional joint distribution function
variables of total rainfall and peak rainfall intensity. According to the

FIGURE 2
Threshold maps for the preparation and immediate diversion of early warning rainfall.

TABLE 2 Analysis on rationality of calculation results.

Name of administrative
village

Control section
coding

Watershed
area (km2)

Roughness
factor

Q (m³/s) p =
0.02 Pa = 0.5Wm

V
(m/s)

Flood peak
modulus

Yishangfan group 411523202223000X0002 137.093 0.024 533.00 2.96 8.89

FIGURE 3
Comparison chart of water level at different stages.
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minimum criterion of root mean square error RSME, the M-Copula
function is selected as the connection function to fit the joint
distribution of critical rainfall. Based on the calculation and analysis
of a village in Xinxian County, the critical rainfall of combined
probability is calculated, and the critical rainfall of water level,
preparation transfer warning and immediate transfer warning of
mountain flood disaster is warned and analyzed. The results show
that the flood peak modulus of rivers in hilly areas has certain rules.
The larger the basin area is, the smaller the flood peak modulus is. The
smaller the area is, the larger the flood peakmodulus is. The calculation
result of 533 m3/s is reasonable. Therefore, the early warning analysis of
mountain torrent disaster should ensure the safety of the people to the
maximum extent. In the analysis and evaluation, the flood duration of
villages along the river is taken as the basis, the response time and
distribution of rainstorm flood warning in villages along the river are
analyzed, which plays an important role in the preparation and early
warning of mountain torrent disaster prevention and control plan.
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